
REIMAGINING THE FUTURE OF TRANSPORT 
ACROSS ASIA AND THE PACIFIC



Program

Introducing: Reimagining the Future of Transport
Opening Remarks
Introduction
Trends, Visions, Principles
Playbook (Toolkit)

Showcase: Futures Narratives
Introduction
Panel Discussion

Open Forum
Join our speakers for Q&A and discussion (breakout groups)
(different Zoom link – will be displayed at the end of part 2)

1 hour

30 mins

30 mins



WE ARE LIVING IN A VUCA WORLD
volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous



User Needs and Expectations

Climatic and Environmental Conditions

Technology and Materials

Demographics and Lifestyles

Policy and Regulation

Fu
tu
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n
text

…

timeline
today future

Planning and Design

Construction

Operation

Feasibility

Concept

Idea

What would we like to know?

What should we know?

What do we have to know?

Influencing investments and projects with very long lifecycles 

… to make better decisions today
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Our study is designed to drive long-term thinking and support the design of a future-ready 
transport investment pipeline. The project started with trend-mapping and has resulted in a set of 
principles and strategies to inspire future transport policy and investments. 

Trends Implications Visions Principles

Map trends shaping the 

future of transport with a 

focus on Asia and the Pacific,  

and a view towards 2030. 

Explore implications of trends 

for DMCs, across transport

modes as well as associated 

risks and opportunities.

Develop draft visions to 

support thinking on future

transport implementation, 

investments and policy. 

Develop practical principles 

and strategies for each vision, 

to ensure relevance across all 

DMCs. 

What is driving 
change?

What will the 
impact be?

What future do 
we want?

How can we
get there?

Y(Our) Foresight Study



Core Knowledge Products

www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-
across-asia-pacific

Report Playbook Trend Cards

Introductory Video

https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific


Foresight for…

Enriched policy dialogue 

Better informed clients

Promote future-ready projects 

Thereby enhancing …

Country Partnership Strategy

Regional Cooperation Strategy

Country Operations Business Plan

Policy and investment decisions

Monitor
Trends

Enhance 
future 

readiness

Develop 
Strategy

Create 
Visions

Enhance 
future 

readiness

Foresight can influence key stages in the Project Development Cycle.



TRENDSVISIONS PLAYBOOK

https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific



Assets, investments and projects often have very long lifecycles… 

…and are shaped by a complex ecosystem of influencing factors.



WHAT DOES OUR FUTURE LOOK LIKE?
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Population 
patterns

Behaviour 
patterns 

Integrated 
transport systems

Infrastructure 
growth & renewal

Climate 
change

Environmental 
risks 

Advanced 
technologies 

Energy and 
resources 

Economic and 
trade patterns 

Geopolitics and  
policies
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A COMPLEX ECOSYSTEM OF CHANGE  
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Our study is designed to drive long-term thinking and support the design of a future-
ready transport investment pipeline. 

(Y)OUR FORESIGHT STUDY 

Trends Implications Visions Principles

What is driving 
change?

What will the 
impact be?

What future do 
we want?

How can we
get there?



Vision 1
Safe, reliable, and 
efficient systems

Vision 2
Inclusive and accessible 
spaces and services

Vision 3
Deliver resilient transport 
infrastructure systems

Vision 4
Seamless transport and 
logistics systems

Vision 5
Deliver environmentally 
considerate outcomes

Vision 6
Robust institutional, financial, 
and technical capacity

Vision 7
Technology-enabled 
transport services

Vision 8
Strong regional cooperation and 
comprehensive development

OVERVIEW OF VISIONS
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Vision 1
Safe, reliable, and 
efficient systems

Vision 2
Inclusive and accessible 
spaces and services

Vision 3
Deliver resilient transport 
infrastructure systems

Vision 4
Seamless transport and 
logistics systems

Vision 5
Deliver environmentally 
considerate outcomes

Vision 6
Robust institutional, financial, 
and technical capacity

Vision 7
Technology-enabled 
transport services

Vision 8
Strong regional cooperation and 
comprehensive development

OVERVIEW OF VISIONS



OUR FUTURE IS 
SHAPED BY THE 
DECISIONS WE 
MAKE TODAY
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An alternative approach to considering future strategies and investment through the 
application of Foresight across ADB, DMCs and other stakeholders. 

YOUR FORESIGHT TOOLBOX  

Trends Visions Playbook Workshop Materials

A broad overview, 

knowledge base, and 

reference point on the key 

trends shaping the future 

of transport across Asia 

and the Pacific. 

A set of desirable future 

visions along a range of 

cross-cutting themes, 

supported by practical 

principles and strategies 

for implementation. 

A step by step playbook 

and guide describing 

different application 

pathways for our research 

across projects, policy and 

strategy work. 

A package of workshop 

materials, printable 

posters, and digital 

resources to enable the 

independent application 

of foresight to your work.



Reimagining the Future of Transport

www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-
across-asia-pacific

Playbook Proformas / Worksheets

Trend Cards

4 pathways
12 worksheets

10 cards with 
3 sub-trends each

https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific
https://www.adb.org/publications/future-transport-across-asia-pacific


Playbook: User Journeys

A: Map and understand trends and their implications  
Create a “futures-informed” situation analysis, identifying the 
impact of emerging trends on a project, theme, sector, or context.

B: Generate ideas or get future-ready
Develop a concept note or review existing plans 
across the entire project cycle.

C: Develop a strategy that is fit for the future 
Build forward-looking strategies and policies, mapping out 
pathways toward their possible realization.

D: Create a forward-looking common vision 
Create a desirable vision for your project/team, 
generating agreement on a preferred future state.

Map 
Trends

Create 
Visions

Develop 
Strategy

Enhance 
Future 

Readiness

4 User Journeys
“Pathways”





Mapping and understanding trends and their implications  





Generating ideas or getting future-ready





Identifying Trends and Emerging Issues



Stress-testing a strategy





Exploring the effects and implications of trends



Creating a forward looking common vision 
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